CineAgent

Industry-leading web and virtual content streaming.
CineMassive is excited to introduce CineAgent, an expansion of the CineNet
Platform. Combined with the latest features and enhancements in CineNet,
the CineAgent server is an add-on device that helps deliver the most scalable,
feature-rich video processing systems in the world.

The CineNet Platform is designed to give you complete control over your video wall system,
content, and environment. Now with the introduction of CineAgent, you can get the best
content viewing and control experience across your network in real-time.

PLATFORM

SCALABLE WEB AND VIRTUAL CONTENT STREAMING
■

■

■

■

■

Stream four concurrent web applications or one locally installed application, like
Zoom, Microsoft Teams, or Microsoft Windows 365, per server into a centralized view.
Share any web application which can be viewed in a Chrome web browser.
Dynamically set up and pull from a pool of web applications which frees up hardware
when not in use.
Compact size allows for adding multiple CineAgent servers as needed –
1RU height x half-width.
Optional VDI Streaming License Upgrade – Stream content from virtual desktop
infrastructures (VDI). Supports VNC, RDP, SSH, and RFB protocols.

FULL SOFT KVM INTERACTION WITH YOUR VIDEO WALL
■

Interact with web and virtual content on your video wall via a touch screen or mouse.

■

Focus in on the most critical information you want to share across your network.

GLOBAL COMMON OPERATING PICTURE
■

■

Provide access to the latest content to remote employees and teams –
regardless of location.
Display and view web content from virtually any device – PC, tablet, or mobile phone.

ASSET PINNING
■

Continuously stream content for quick asset changes without waiting for a website to load.

INPUT LINKING
■

■

Avoid network bottlenecks and ensure the highest connection speed possible
for streaming content and KVM control.
This feature requires a dedicated physical connection between a CineAgent
and an Alpha FX processor with an HDMI cable.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CPU

Intel Core i7-7700

Operating System

Windows 10 LTSC

System Memory

16 GB RAM

Storage

500 GB

Outputs

4 1080p Outputs

Dimensions

1RU Height x Half-Width

Power Supply

160W Max

SCHEDULE A LIVE DEMO
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